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PCD

Mohs Test

PCD splits segments combine PCD particles in a metal bond matrix. More aggressive than diamond tool, they also leave less
scratches than conventional PCD tool.
We manufacture them on demand in our workshop in Dinan and also offer the largest selection of conventional PCD tools in
France: square, round, half round, PCDs with cutting depths matching your requirements (½, 1, 1.5 2 mm).
Finally, we can retip your used PCD wing/plate/ring with new PCD bits at a fraction of the cost of a new equipment: ask us for a
free quotation.

It is used to test the hardness of the concrete slabs by the method of the scratch and find the most suitable diamond bond with
the floor that you will grind & polish:

1/ Determine the hardness of the support with the Mohs
Test (instructions included).
2/ Use suitable bond eg. concrete very hard, 8 on the
Mohs scale = Gold Series in our catalogue.
3/ Use the different available grits from bigger to smaller:
ex . # 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 3000.
For metal bond tools, once the suitable bond is found it
must be kept from start to finish.

i.e If you chooses the ‘gold’ bond, you should start with a grit of this color
and finish with a finer grit of the same color.

PCD Split double segments
Bonding
Fitting
Total height
Type of machine

18

metal
magnetic
10 mm
planetary grinder

Of course it is not necessary to follow all the grits
sequences to achieve a mirror like concrete. i.e. # 6, 16,
25, 40, 80, 150 metal and # 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500,
3000 = 12 passages.
Typically, after starting surface preparation, you can begin
with # 25 and # 40 metal tools, then eventually hybrid
tools # 60 to remove scratches and finally # 100, 400,
1500 resin tools for a satisfactory result = 6 passes. A
good densifier will also help a lot.

Tailor-made
Liant
Fitting
Type of PCD
Cuttinf depth
Type of machine

PCD
magnetic
choice
½ | 1 | 1,5 | 2 mm
planetary grinder

Mohs scale

ATDB

9
8
7
6

Yellow
Gold
Blue
Red

5
4
3

Black
Orange
Orange Extra

HTC

CX/X series
SF/H series
CA/M series
C/S series

Liant

Béton

Very soft
Soft

Extremely hard
Very hard

Semi-hard

Semi-hard

Hard
Very hard

Soft
Very soft

